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2. Writer of A Walk In The Woods that will be performed at the Experimental 

Theatre at NCPA on Tuesday (3,8)

5. Newsroom and Slumdog Millionaire actor who has a role in Chappie (3,5) 

7. The experts at make-up brand Bobbi Brown's new Lower Parel store favour

this kind of look (7)

9. Director of "The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel" (4,6)

11. See 1 Down

14. See 16 Across

15. Proceeds from super grandmom Kuldip Sawhney's knitwear sales 

have helped a charity dedicated to patients su�ering from this disease (7)

16 & 14 Ac. The classes at Bobbi Brown can teach you how to recreate this

English supermodel's eyebrows (4,10)

17. Mrs Kunzuru who gives lessons in block printing and pickle making 

amongst other things was a ___ captain (7)

No (K)nit picking

Daredevil grandmas, an ode to Salman Khan and your favourite shade 

of blush to recap the week at bpb. 

Down
1 Dn & 11 Ac. Solidry's couple busts make for good ____ __ decorations (7,5)

3. One of the better dishes on the new Bandra restaurant Bhaijaanz's 

menu (6,7)

4. The number of hours it takes Solidry's printers to generate a 3D model (3)

6. One of the places cultural theorist Ranjit Hoskote recommends attending

events to help build an understanding of art (12)

7. The kind of tiles you will see at the Salman Khan dedicated restaurant 

Bhaijaanz (8)

8. See 10

10 & 8 Dn. An artist who sells limited edition books as art (8,5)

12. ___ _ International: One of the many NGOs French teacher Daman Bedi 

has worked with (5,4) 

13. ___ Khan: One of the stand-up comedians who will be performing at the 

Canvas Laugh Club on Wednesday (5)
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